[Genetic predisposition and radiation sensitivity of normal tissue].
After radiotherapy there are always some patients who develop strong acute and late reactions in normal tissues. In these patients frequently a genetic predisposition is observed. There are found DNA-repair deficiencies and changes in the regulation of the cell cycle which are responsible for the increased radiosensitivity with enhanced cell killing. The micronucleus test and the comet assay appear to be appropriate tests in order to measure this increased radiosensitivity. Both tests are characterized by being relatively quick and simple and can be performed with small cell numbers. It is possible to study blood lymphocytes and fibroblasts with these tests. Both tests can predict the radiosensitivity of normal tissues especially if they are applied in combination. Epidemiological studies with patients after radiotherapy show evidence that the increased radiosensitivity also causes an enhanced induction of secondary tumors by ionizing radiation. This is supported by corresponding animal models.